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Summary

As now well established, the world population is aging rapidly and, according to World

Health Organization (WHO), the amount of people aged 60 years and older is expected

to total 2 billion in 2050. For this reason, an emerging important issue is the definition

of a new generation of healthcare platforms capable of monitoring people’s quality of

life. In this article, we propose a new methodology that supports the entire require-

ment elicitation process starting from the initial phase of gathering the requirements,

both clinical, technological, and end-user, up to the choice of the most suitable solu-

tion. Our proposal provides a new new iterative model in the smart healthcare field

research area. Furthermore we apply our proposal in a real scenario and we report the

end-to-end implementation of the proposed methodology.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile, wearable, and IoT technologies are linking our everyday activities to the digital world. Their sensing, logging, and tracking capacity can be

exploited to improve awareness of people’s health and wellness. The self-monitoring and sharing of health and wellness data are becoming increas-

ingly popular creating an entirely new market of apps and services, often referred as mobile Health - mHealth. The incorporation of mHealth into the

healthcare sector is considered one of the frontiers of smart health that will surely play a key role in the future. In that regard, the older population

represents an excellent target for developing new smart health platforms. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the aging popula-

tion is witnessing a new disease pattern comprised of multiple comorbidities of age-related chronic diseases that appear to significantly impact on

the mental, cognitive, and physical wellbeing with a consequent accentuated vulnerability which predisposes every older subject to a high risk of

geriatric syndromes, hospitalization, and disability. Moreover, population aging accelerates all over the world.1 In the European Union, the number

of people over 65 is expected to increase from 85 million in 2008 to 151 million in 2060.2 Worldwide, people aged over 65 are estimated to increase

from 461 million in 2004 to 2 billion by 2050.3 Such an increase of the average age goes with the maintenance of high quality of life (QoL) thanks

to the medical advances and to the spread of smart technologies in support of well-being as demonstrated by a recent analysis by Deloitte.4 Hence,

technological solutions able to improve senior’s QoL at home, by supporting independent living and easing social inclusion, to delay hospitalization

or support post-hospitalization interventions are today one of the great challenges of the health care system. Some of the determining factors are

a reduction in costs for health care providers, increased frequency of controls at the biomedical parameters of patients, high data portability and

integration, positive perception of patients appreciating increased levels of care services, better control on patients’ history by clinicians.

Over recent years, there has been an increase in interest in mHealth monitoring systems situated at homes, leading to the creation of smart

health home projects. Smart devices, for example, smartphones, fitness bands, Bluetooth-enabled blood pressure cuffs, smart scales, and pill
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bottles, can facilitate the monitoring of patients’ activities and enable healthcare services at home. The ultimate aim is improving the QoL of the

older population in a non-obtrusive way, allowing greater independence for individuals, maintaining wellness, preventing social isolation, and delay-

ing their placement in institutions such as nursing homes and hospitals. For those reasons, mHealth monitoring systems are valuable for seniors’

everyday life, and they acquire a key role even in conditions where the older adults must stay at home and keep physical distancing (e.g., sea-

sonal influenza, weather alerts, and virus outbreak). Moreover, mHealth along with advances in hospital infrastructure is setting the stage for

establishing smart health ecosystems all over the world by relying on the availability of data from mobile, wearables, and IoT devices both inside

and outside of the hospital. The overarching concept of a smart health ecosystems is to integrate heterogeneous smart consumer and medical

devices, as well as smart city infrastructures, to enable the continuous collection of data from the everyday life, which will be analyzed to obtain

the evidence needed in order to offer personalized interventions. In the mHealth market, there is a wide selection of applications that track and

access health and wellness data. However, the ways in which these applications are developed can vary since there are several factors to take into

account.

Usually, mobile platforms are connected to Healthcare service providers’ systems to obtain data (e.g., medical history) that may need to be con-

sidered in making decisions for interventions. Connected devices lead to the availability of more data for analytics, which in turn requires novel

methods of managing large amounts of data and extracting meaning from raw datasets. In that regard, machine learning and big data technolo-

gies represent the ideal solution for managing and analyzing continuous data streams in large volumes5 and for ensuring that actionable insights

are presented to providers without overloading their workflows.6 However, data management, access control, and data analysis can be handled

using strategies of different complexity. Frameworks that assist developers in creating mHealth applications are for this reason spreading. These

libraries and APIs guarantee functionality for storing and accessing data, managing permissions on types of data, and access to sensors given by

a mobile device. The consistent integration of these systems within a specific context, characterized by different stakeholder needs and hetero-

geneous smart health infrastructures, is not trivial. Concerns about violating data access, sharing, and custody regulations must be appropriately

addressed.7 The reliability of data transmission and the availability of high relevant contextual information, request for efficient data summarizing

and filtering mechanisms applied with conditional procedures.8 A solid and flexible orchestration strategy must be placed on top of distributed data

processing applications to get scalable data storage and data processing, to configure run-time monitoring, or to design appropriate visualization

and reporting.9 The regulatory constraints emerging from clinical protocols, organizational business processes, or legislation represent another

source of design specifications to be considered.10 These aspects must be integrated with basic design principles that assure the usefulness of a

technological solution is also perceived as useful by its users.11

In this article, we propose the matching smart health requirements (MSHR) methodology to design a smart health solution consistently taking

into consideration requirements from different areas. Our aim is to support multiple requirements elicitation techniques, addressing user, tech-

nological, and organizational requirements. Our representation model makes explicit the relationships between requirements and the objective

levels a solution has to achieve. This way we can reinforce the consistency of our specification and automate some procedures such as the priori-

tization of requirements and the selection of the best available solution. To test our proposal, we apply it at a real H2020 European Project named

SMART BEAR.1The idea is to deliver an integrated technology solution that is easy to use and to maintain and that would enhance the elderly’s

independence. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of potential end-users and their environments is performed since it allows discovering

unexplored opportunities and matching subjective users’ and stakeholders’ needs and abilities with a consequent dramatic improvement of user

experience that is the main driver for technology adoption. The initial analysis involved requirement elicitation from the three main stakeholders

of our scenario: clinicians, technicians, and end-users. We then studied possible solutions and represented them in a feature space mapped to the

elicited requirements using both objective and subjective assessments. This way, the selection of the most appropriate solution is obtained by a

procedure that makes explicit the contribution of the single components but at the same time identify a global value of each solution. The article

is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art, Section 3 introduces the proposed methodology, Section 4 reports on a case study

where the methodology was applied, and Section 5 goes to the conclusions.

2 STATE OF THE ART

It is a fact that the European population growth is slowing down, while the population aging accelerates. The progressive decline in physical and

cognitive skills due to aging prevents elderly people from living independently and from performing basic instrumental activities of daily living, for

example, transportation, shopping, meal preparation, house cleaning, home maintenance, and managing medications.

In recent years, several sensing systems have been developed for monitoring and assessing the abilities and the “functions” of older people being

indicators of the degree of autonomy and, accordingly, of the assistance needed. In the scientific literature, several works reported on case studies of

design practices applied to the smart health.12 Nevertheless, the subject’s context is not yet extensively considered in the design process although

it is judged by medical experts helpful for defining the older adult’s dependency degree. Many studies, instead, reviewed the technologies that can

1 https://smart-bear.eu

https://smart-bear.eu
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be exploited13 to create smart health solutions. A merely technological approach may, however, reveal unsuccessful due to distance from the actual

user’s requirements, including those related to caregivers and clinicians. To be used, indeed, a technology has to be useful and the usefulness, both

perceived and real, is only reached when the current needs and gaps in the clinical practice and in the older adults’ everyday lives are examined and

fulfilled. Understanding the barriers that would be an obstacle to technology usage by the older population is powerful but not always enough. As

highlighted in Reference 11, new technology is accepted and adopted only if it can provide value to the users’ lives. A user-centered design (UCD)14

approach able to place the user at the center of the design process is therefore required. In that regard, Peek and colleagues15 investigated the rel-

evant types of technologies for the elderly, their expectations and the features required for a successful implementation with the involvement of

a variety of stakeholders (e.g., community-dwelling older adults, care professionals, managers within home-care or social work organizations, and

technology designers and suppliers). The results showed that the technology should improve seniors’ QoL, support their ability to live indepen-

dently and to enhance their safety. In particular, older adults felt that technology should provide benefits. Other studies16-18 explored older adults’

perceptions of technology implementing functions for healthy aging. Based on the results gained by Reference 16, older subjects’ willingness to

adopt technology is mainly due to the timely detection of emergencies, safely, and independent living at home. Eagerness to learn and the desire

to control and understand data were also found motivating for technology usage.17 However, according to Reference 18, a lack of instruction and

guidance, as well as a lack of knowledge and confidence by the participants and/or the presence of health-related barriers, might compromise the

technology adoption. Moreover, as highlighted by Reference 17, low technology literacy, physical challenges, and privacy concerns may constitute

additional barriers to technology usage.

Despite the large availability of solutions, it was observed that we lack modular systems capable of holistically managing the problems of smart

health ecosystems.19 The guidelines proposed by technological frameworks do not take into consideration the needs of the users as described above

and the binding with vendor-specific sensors is often a significant limitation. At the same time, UCD methods14 do not address the information flow

from the point of view of data processing, with implications on data interoperability, scalability, and access control.8 The design of a smart health

ecosystem is therefore a labor-intensive and error-prone activity, as also underlined in Reference 20. Our aim is to propose a methodology that can

include semi-automatic procedures keeping a strong connection to both the UCD practices that are required in this domain and the technological

requirements of distributed data ecosystems.

3 METHODOLOGY

A user-centered perspective cannot be disregarded in smart health. It is largely recognized that UCD means better patient care21 as under-

standing the users’ point of view positively affects a suitable design of the information flows which may not be completely transparent when

dealing with innovative technologies. The UCD-based methodology here proposed is aimed at increasing the level of automation in smart

health design and thus ensuring the selection of the best design solution, given the integrated requirement specifications. Clinical conditions

with their related protocols and monitoring parameters, legal, organizational, and technological constraints, users’ acceptance and customized

needs must be represented and coordinated resolving conflicting specifications. Moreover, different elicitation techniques, that can include both

subjective and objective measures able to address the large variety of requirements relevant to the smart health domain, need to be appropri-

ately interfaced. To coordinate and interconnect the techniques pertinent to the smart health domain we propose a new methodology, named

MSHRs.

An innovative aspect of our methodology is the representation model adopted that allows expressing the interconnection between require-

ments of different classes together with their measurement levels. Background requirements refer to requirements not requesting any co-design

action. Their sources are social, organizational, or regulatory constraints persisting prior to the design activity. Stakeholder requirements specify the

need for stakeholders such as clinicians, patients, and caregivers. Solution requirements describe the characteristics that a solution must have to meet

the needs of the stakeholders and background requirements. Requirements may be Functionalwhen they describe how a system must behave, or

non-Functional when they describe system attributes. A requirement is considered a Goal when its achievement or performance can be measured.

An Objective measures the achievement of a goal by setting an expected or desired level.

Another innovative aspect is the support to the automation of specific steps such as the requirement prioritization or the selection of the best

available solution. The requirements elicited are detailed in subsequent phases that allow interconnecting requirements of different classes and

refining their specifications with objectives level or other details. In particular, MSHR is organized into four phases.

1. Domain analysis. This stage is designed to survey the state of the art that identifies an initial set of requirements the project has to comply

with. This includes the identification of the medical conditions to be targeted, the related clinical trials protocols,22 the WHO guidelines23 or other

institutional guidelines to be considered, the quality of life standards24 that define the assessment baselines, the SotA in quantitative sensory

testing,25 and other normative conditions such as legal, ethical, and privacy regulations.26 The result of this stage produce a set of Background

requirements typically valid for multiple projects that will be integrated with the Stakeholderand Solution requirements elicited in the subsequent

phases.
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2. Requirement gathering. This phase includes the elicitation of Stakeholder and Solutionrequirements of both Functional or non-Functional nature.

Different elicitation techniques are appropriate to different domains of analysis but two main categories are embraced in our methodology,

that is, clinical and technological requirements. Focus groups and questionnaires are often used to get insights about the needs emerging from

stakeholders and about the best practices and constraints recommended by technical experts about smart health technologies and their related

regulations. When possible the requirements elicited at this stage are expressed in terms of Goals with their measurement scales.

3. Requirement integration. Before considering the elicited requirements as valid they have to be analyzed in order to determine consistency

between different statements. All these activities drive a stage of integration aimed at generating a consistent requirement specification list

originated from Stakeholder and Solution requirements but better specified. In particular, conflicts can be removed and objectives and dependen-

cies can be specified. Differently from a goal that simply focuses on “what” must be achieved, an objective specifies a way for measuring the

achievement of a goal. A dependency identifies a relationship between requirements. For instance, if the overall goal is to track the emotional

changes of a patient, one objective might be to track it daily or weekly, one dependency might be to not affect user acceptance by excessive use

of questionnaires.

4. Solution selection. Once the requirements are identified and organized in a consistent set of specifications, it is necessary to evaluate the tech-

nological solutions that can potentially meet the requirements. This includes devices, infrastructures, and software that must be described in

terms of features using the same scale levels adopted for requirement Objectives by exploiting factual information and experts’ subjective knowl-

edge. At the same time, target objective levelsmust be defined by the designers translating the requirements specifications in measurable levels as

well. The aim is to understand the level of fulfillment each solution can achieve. This produces an implicit identification of the priorities that will

drive the development process. As different solutions will have a different level of fulfillment for different goals, multi-criteria decision analysis

(MCDA) is required to identify the best available solution.

Figure 1 presents the MSHR methodology illustrating that each stage takes in input the results produced by the preceding stage. Despite the

methodology we present is proposed as a sequence of stages, we invite the reader to consider that each stage can be iterated multiple times, as

largely performed in the practice of design science. In the following sections, we are discussing the requirement gathering methods suitable for the

clinical and technical domain to then present in detail our representation model and the MCDA it supports.

3.1 Clinical requirements: Gathering, evaluation, and prioritization

The elicitation of clinical requirements has to remain anchored the UCD principles.27,28 The co-design methodology, that is the first of the four

processes of the UCD14 (i.e., co-design, co-implementation, co-experimentation, and co-evaluation) and it is intended to provide an explicit under-

standing of end-users and stakeholders with their tasks and environments, has been here applied for the clinical requirements formulation of the

proposed technological solution. The co-design process, in turn, encompasses four different phases: understand, analysis, explore, and define. In the

understand phase, factors including both environmental, social and daily activity related ones influencing users’ and stakeholders’ lifestyle and well-

being are defined according to an accurate literature review and domain analysis and, then investigated through, wherever possible, brainstorming

activities with experts across different disciplines (e.g., clinicians, engineers, designers, developers). As a result, preliminary use cases and relevant

enabler parameters are identified. In the analysis phase, instead, the detected use cases and parameters are analyzed from an experiential point

of view by means of appropriate methods (as interviews, focus groups, questionnaires, and workshops). Such activity represents a key phase of

the design process since it leads to the formulation of user requirements (URs) that describe what the user does and/or wants to do with the new

technology and therefore they are essential for understanding which are the components and the functionalities able to satisfy the elicited needs.

Scenarios describing personas (i.e., archetypal real users) while exploiting the technological solution with particular attention to the interactions

between all actors involved (e.g., users, direct and indirect stakeholders) are set up and explored with potential end-users in the next explore phase.29

F I G U R E 1 Matching smart health
requirements (MSHR): select the best
available technological solution given the
project’s requirements
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A new list of URs that fully supports the previous requirements, fills the potential experiential gap observed, and adjusts the technological solution

to actual end-users living contexts and daily life is lastly gathered with the conclusive definephase.

For a successful co-design, the sample population to involve, the strengths and the weaknesses of every feasible method have to be considered.

Domain analysis,30 for instance, allows eliciting requirements of an existing system thanks to the study of available documentation (e.g., business

plans, market studies, existing guidelines, research studies, procedures) and it is particularly useful to provide background knowledge about a par-

ticular product, feature, or technology. Interview31 is a systematic approach to elicit information from a stakeholder or domain expert by face to face

conversation and two main kinds of interviews can be identified: structured (where the interviewer has a predefined set of questions) and unstruc-

tured (where the interviewer tries to get the information from the stakeholders in open discussions). Focus group,32 described as “a discussion within

a small group of people that is focused on a certain topic and it is coordinated by a researcher/facilitator,” represents a very popular and valid method

to collect qualitative exploratory information in medical research. The facilitator’s role is, indeed, to stimulate the active engagement of participants

in the discussion and to gather as much useful information as possible. Closed and open-ended questionnaires,33 instead, allow gathering data from a

large number of people in a short time and little cost. However, to be successful, its design should be effective and the respondents should be hon-

est while compiling. Finally, workshop is a focused, intensive and time-consuming collection of meetings in which the stakeholders discuss, discover,

define, and reach closure on requirements for the target system. Well-run workshops are considered one of the most effective ways to deliver, from

a reduced number of users, high-quality requirements quickly.

Once information are available, two main analytical methodologies can be employed to examine the collected data: (i) qualitative analysis where

analytical categories were used to describe and explain specific phenomena (e.g., content analysis), and (ii) quantitative analysis where data are com-

pressed, grouped into classes and raw numbers are converted into percentages in order to provide a numerical summary of the sample of study and

its measures of interest.

Once a consistent specification of the clinical requirements is defined, the translation of this specification into Goals and Objectives is needed to

set the basis for further elicitation activities, mostly oriented to the technological aspect of the platform.34

3.2 Technical requirements: Gathering, evaluation, and prioritization

Technical requirements are elicited by relying on experts’ knowledge and, for this reason, may exploit techniques oriented to the conciliation of

qualitative and quantitative assessments. In our methodology, we adopt the Kano model35 (KM) as the approach to be used in order to classify

requirements based on their priority level. The KM is a useful tool for understanding the needs and expectations of a stakeholder-based on how

they affect his/her satisfaction with a given product (e.g., a device or a software system). KM is based upon three premises: (i) the satisfaction of

a stakeholder with the features of a product depends on the level of functionality that is provided, that is, how much or how well the features are

implemented. A feature is a condition or capability of the product that can be captured by a requirement; (ii) requirements can be categorized,

depending on how the associated features influence the stakeholder’s satisfaction; and (iii) the satisfaction of a stakeholder with the fulfillment of

a requirement can be obtained from a questionnaire. In KM are identified four categories:

• Must-be requirements: The stakeholder will be severely dissatisfied and not interested in the product at all if these basic requirements are not

achieved. On the other hand, even if the features described by these requirements are implemented with full functionality, this will not increase

the stakeholder’s satisfaction as he/she gave them for granted.

• One-dimensional requirements: These requirements are also called performance or satisfier which shows that when the one-dimensional

requirement is satisfied, the satisfaction degree of the stakeholder will be increased, and the insufficiency of it will cause dissatisfaction.

• Attractive requirements: If these requirements are absent, there is no feeling of dissatisfaction, because they have the greatest influence on how

stakeholders will be with the achievement of a given requirement.

• Indifferent requirements: Whether these requirements present (or absent), does not affect the reaction of the stakeholder to the product.

The decision support for product design should be scored with respect to Kano’s classification of requirements and designers must ensure

that all the must-be requirements are satisfied. Note that Kano’s categories will give valuable guidance in trade-off situations during the product

development stage36 to indicate which feature/requirement should be prioritized. The Kano questionnaire (KQ) allows determining individual fea-

tures/requirements, which contains a list of question pairs for each one. To answer each part of the question, the respondent can choose one of five

different options, “I like it”; “I expect it”; “I am neutral”; “I can tolerate it”; “I dislike it”, which are described more in Reference 37. Each answer pair

of the KQ is evaluated through the Kano evaluation table (KET)38 which has been analyzed using the Du Mouchel methodology. This is revealing an

individual stakeholder’s perception of a requirement that shows combines the functional and dysfunctional answers in its rows and columns (respec-

tively), and each feature on the left-most column, followed by columns marked by M (must have or must), P(performance),A(attractive), I(indifferent),

Q(questionable). The analysis of the Kano model with this method permits to categorize features within a two-dimensional plane and to verify the
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coverage of all functional areas, which lead to improving understanding about converging or diverging aspects. Besides, we use another technique

to interpret the KET matrix proposed in Reference 38 using the satisfaction and dissatisfaction coefficients. The coefficients indicate, in numerical

terms, how strongly a requirement may influence satisfaction or, in case it is not fulfilled, stakeholders’ dissatisfaction. The satisfaction and dissat-

isfaction coefficients as Better and Worse, respectively. By considering the total number of answers in each Kano category for a given requirement,

the Better and Worse values can be calculated using the following formulas: Better coefficient after increase= (attractive quality+ expected quality)

/ (attractive quality + expected quality + must-be quality + indifferent quality)

Better = (A + O)∕(A + O + M + I) (1)

Worse = −(O + M)∕(A + O + M + I). (2)

The satisfaction and dissatisfaction coefficients provide better discrimination among requirements. The Better-Worse coefficient is used to mea-

sure the effect of a certain function in increasing satisfaction or reducing dislike. Better coefficient measures the satisfaction after some increase.

The value of Better is usually positive, representing that if a certain functional quality is present, the users’ satisfaction will be improved. The larger

the positive value is, the greater the effect of this quality in increasing the users’ satisfaction, and the higher the increase rate will be. The worse

coefficient is a measure of dissatisfaction after the reduction. The value of Worse is usually negative, representing that if a certain functional qual-

ity is absent, the users’ satisfaction degree will lower. The larger the negative value, the greater its effect in lowering the satisfaction degree, and

the faster the decrease rate will be. The Better and Worse values capture this difference. Thanks this solution is possible to get the relevance of each

requirement to translate it into Goals and Objectives expected for the project.

3.3 Solution selection

After the requirements elicitation and prioritization stages, our methodology passes to the last step, the Solution Selection Process that permits to

identify the technological solution that better satisfies the requirements. This step requires the definition of a Representation Model for describing

technological solutions and comparing them against the requirements and their objectives, as resulted from the previous steps (2).

A Technological Solution is a collection of Components that are described in terms of their pertinence to a set of Features. Features are mapped

to the project’s Requirements, that is, the Background requirementsand Goals resulting from the MSHR requirement integration stage and can be

compared to the requirements’ Objectives to assess their fulfilment level. In this section, we present a formal definition of the elements in our rep-

resentation model to make explicit the computational procedure we implement in selecting a solution. Multiple components are described by their

pertinence levels for different features. Aggregating the components we obtain an overall representation of a technological solution. This way mul-

tiple solutions can be compared to the objective levels that emerged from the requirement gathering step. Thanks to an MCDA, we can analyze

the different solutions assigning them relative importance based on the distance from the objective levels and among the pertinence level values

observed for each feature. This way a final score can be assigned to each solution to rank them in a partial order the designer can use to select the

best available solution.

We now proceed with defining the terms used in this procedure.

Definition 1 (Feature). Let  be the set of features names. A Feature F ∈  is a quintuple F = (c, D, S, MD→ S, A𝜎→s), where c is a reference category

in the set of the adopted categories  , D is the domain of values of F, S is the finite set of values used in the pertinence scale adopted to assess F,

MD→ S is a function MD→ S : D→ S associating to every element of D one element of S, A𝜎→s ∶ 𝜎 → s is an aggregation function taking a set of pertinence

values 𝜎 ∈ S∗ and returning a single pertinence value s∈ S.

The  allows to group features connected to a same area, examples of categories are Cost, Acceptance, Connectivity, Privacy & Security,

System Customization, System Intelligence, GUI Interactions, Clinical Parameters, and Wellness Parameters. The list of  can be extended based on

project-specific needs but some areas are common in all smart health projects.

The domain D can be in principle continuous or discrete, finite or infinite and can describe objective or subjective information. However, we

typically have continuous values, in a range of validity, when measuring physical properties, such as for instance the power capacity of the batteries

of a device. When a feature cannot be described in terms of objective values or it is too complex to be objectively measured, its assessment can

relate to experts’ opinions, using an agree-disagree scale for a series of statements. The scale S is a finite set of ordinal values that define the desired

level of detail to be used in assessing a feature. A common approach is using Likert scales that range from 2 to 10 levels. Using two levels implies we

simply assess the presence or absence of a feature. Using three levels we also consider the partial fulfillment of a feature. Using four or more levels

we assess fulfillment by multiple fulfilment levels. The MD→ S function is typically surjective as for every element S there is at least one element D. A

is used when the pertinence levels of multiple objects insisting on F must be expressed by a single value. Typical examples of aggregation functions

are Min, Max, Average, Mode, and Median.
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Example 1. The feature Subscription, abbreviated Sub, is part of the category Cost, its domain is expressed in €/day and mapped on a [0−3] scale,

while the aggregation function isSum. More formally Sub = (cSub, DSub, SSub, MDSub→SSub
, ASub). Where, cSub = Cost, DSub = €/day, SSub = [0−3], ASub =Max,

and MDSub→SSub
(x) =

{
0 if x ≤ 0, 1 if 0 < x ≤ 10
2 if 10 < x ≤ 100, 3 if x > 100

.

Example 2. The feature Perceived ease of use, abbreviated PerUse, is part of the category Acceptance, its domain is expressed in terms of experts’

agreement-disagreement with the sentence “this component increases the perceived ease of use” and mapped on a [0−5] scale using the following

assignments: 0 to Not Applicable, 1 to “Strongly disagree,” 2 to “Disagree,” 3 to “Neither agree nor disagree,” 4 to “Agree,” 5 to “Strongly agree,” and

APerUse = Min.

The capability of representing features is the first stage for evaluating technological solutions. We refer to feature assessment as the process of

gathering information and knowledge, possibly from multiple and diverse sources, in order to assess how well the components of a technological

solution realize each of the features of interest, or, conversely, how much a feature is pertinent to a component.

Definition 2 (Feature assessment and feature pertinence value). Let  be the universe of the objects to assess and  the universe of features that

can be assessed. A Feature assessment ax,Fi
∈  × expresses the pertinence of Fi ∈  to a given object x ∈  with #SFi

(ax,Fi
) the value attributed to

SFi
as a result of the assessment. This value is referred as feature pertinence value and can also be denoted as fxi, assuming fxi ∈ SFi

.

Definition 3 (Component). Let  be the universe of the objects to assess and let n be the number of features in  . A Component is an object

x ∈ n that can be expressed in the form of a vector of feature pertinence values x= (f1,f2, … fn). In alternative an object x can be expressed as a

vector of values for each reference category c ∈  , with x= (c1, c2, … cn). Where ci = Aggk
i

fxi|#ci
(ax,Fi

), that is, ci aggregates all feature pertinence

values having a same value for the reference category and assessing a same object.

A component can be a device, an infrastructure, or software that, integrated with other components, builds a smart health technological solution.

Representing components in terms of a common set of features make them comparable. The vector of feature pertinence values provides then a

comprehensive representation of a component in the space of features and allows exploiting the vector algebra for aggregating vectors or measuring

their distance. Pertinence values express the degree of the pertinence of a feature to a component, if applicable. In a feature space, all components

are described by the same set of features but not all features will be relevant for all components. This results in long sparse vectors not easy to be

read by humans. A summarized representation of the feature space can be obtained by aggregating feature pertinence values in a single value per

category. When our method is used in integration with many manual assessment steps, the vector of categories seems preferable as it allows the

designer to keep control of the assessment stages.

Example 3. A device named Dev is assessed based on the features Sub and PerUse. The feature universe is  = (Sub, PerUse), the vector dimension

is 2. Let the vector describing its pertinence be Dev = (0, 4), meaning that Dev does not have a subscription cost and experts agreed the device has

the ability to increase the perceived ease of use.

Example 4. A software named Sof is assessed in  = (Sub, PerUse). Let the vector describing its pertinence be Sof = (2, 3), meaning that Sof has a

subscription cost between 10 and 100 and experts neither agree nor disagree the device has the ability to increase the perceived ease of use.

Aggregating all the components integrated into a technological solution we get a representation of the overall value of this technological solu-

tion. Aggregation functions are domain-dependent. Summarizing by the minimum value implies a conjunctive association between the components,

with the less performing component influencing the whole system. Summarizing by the maximum implies a disjunctive association between the

components, with the best performing component influencing the whole system. Compensatory functions, such as the average, can be applied if the

performances of the components balance one each other.

Definition 4 (Technological solution). A Technological solution T is a collection of components T = {x1, x2, … , xn}. By vector algebra these vectors can

be aggregated to generate a resultant vector w ∈ n, that represents the overall T in terms of feature pertinence values. The aggregation function

used for each ax,Fi
is given by AFi

. Similar to components, an alternative way to express technological solutions is by vectors of reference categories

grouping features.

Example 5. A technological solution Ti takes as it components Dev and Sof . It can be viewed as Ti = {(0,4),(2,3)} and its aggregated vector is obtained

by aggregating the ax,Sub using the Max function and the ax,PerUse using the Min function. The resulting aggregated vector is then Ti = (2,3).

Definition 5 (Objective levels). Objective levels are represented by a vector o ∈ n, that can be expressed in terms of feature pertinence val-

ues o= (f1,f2, … fn). To avoid confusion with the feature pertinence values of components, we refer to these pertinence values as oi, than we have

o= (o1,o2, … on). They represent the levels to be achieved by each feature according to the requirements specifications. Similar to components and

technological solutions, an alternative way to express objective levels is by vectors of reference categories.

The vector o should be unique for each project, even if it can change over time. The feature pertinence values in o and the objectives of the

requirement specifications cannot be considered in one-to-one correspondence because multiple objectives may compete to a same feature. For

this reason, the specification of o is essentially a manual task. We discuss this aspects in Section 3.3.1 with more details.
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Definition 6 (Solution selection). Given  = {w1, w2, … , wn}, a set of vectors w ∈ n, a Solution Selection is a function  →( ,≼) ∶  → ( , ≼).
Where (T,≼) refers to the fact the vectors wi ∈  are arranged in a partial order according to the relation ≼. The relation ≼ is decided by a distance

function 𝛿(w, o) assessing the distance of a vector in  to the objective levels encoded in the vector o.

Example 6. In a Smart Health project, three technological solutions Ti, Tj, and Tl are proposed. We can then see them as a set of vectors  =
{wi, wj, wl}. All vectors in  are compared in  →( ,≼)( ) to produce a partially ordered set, let for instance assume ≼ = {wl ≼ wj ≼ wi}.

Each technological solution can however be preferred to the others for different feature pertinence values. This means an overall evaluation of

the partial order in  requires an MCDA. We discuss the approach followed in Section 4.3.

3.3.1 Mapping requirements to features

URs can be divided into two classes: “what the system must do” (as “I expect the system monitors my health status and my habits” and “I expect to

receive notification and suggestions about correct behaviours”) and “what qualities the system must have” (as “I expect the experience is attractive

and engaging,” “I expect the system is practical and easy to use”). Requirements belonging to the first category translate high-levels capabilities into

actionable technical concepts providing a readable and understandable sense of how the system should operate to be used and adopted by the final

end-users. Hence, they are crucial for driving the design of the architecture of the target system and the selection of its modules and components.

Moreover, tracing links between user requirements and the connected IoT devices and software features/functionalities in a Mapping Matrix allows

covering all elicited needs and, at the same time, preventing redundancy in the devices and software platforms selection. URs may break into multiple

system requirements: “I expect to share my periodic report with my clinician and/or with my caregiver depending on my consent,” for instance,

impacts on the intelligence of the system, its connectivity and, obviously, on privacy and security issues. Meanwhile, a technological aspect of the

system can be affected by several URs with a different connection degree. A pulse oximeter among the device list because of the elicited “I expect

the system monitors my oxygen saturation” UR could be equally justified by a more generic UR as “I expect the system helps me improving the

management of my health condition.” An enhanced management of a medical condition, indeed, assumes the existence of devices able to monitor

physiological parameters valuable for a given pathology and to notify if something unexpected is occurring.

In our methodology the Mapping Matrix is used to obtain the Objective Levels we expect for each feature in  . This representation defines the

level of fulfillment we expect for requirements in the designed technological solutions. The translation of a set of background requirements and

goals into objectives levels is a difficult task that requires expert knowledge. The correct application of this knowledge is facilitated by consistent

methodological steps. The Mapping Matrix provides the exact set of requirements insisting on the same feature, in this way the objectives connected

to goals can be conciliated in a single oi value. Historical data about the fi used in previous projects can also be exploited to compute the central

tendency of a feature and use it as the oi value.

Example 7. The requirements insisting on the subscription cost, feature FSub, come directly from background requirements. The project is associ-

ated with a budget and this budget can be translated into an objective level, let assume oSub =2, without involving any co-design activity.

Example 8. Multiple requirements insist on the perceived ease of use, feature FPerUse, and they must be translated into a objective level consistently.

In particular, requirements as “I expect that the system is practical,” “I expect that the system is easy to use,” “I expect that the system is non-invasive

at home,” and “I expect that the system is clinically relevant” describe goals that let the designers understanding the objective level the system

has to fulfill in order to be accepted by users. Because however, in this specific case, the requirement gathering step did not provide a definition of

precise objectives, the designers decide to assign to FPerUse a quite high objective level, let assume oPerUse =4, as they know from previous projects

that usability is relevant and this is confirmed by users’ feedback.

3.3.2 Multi-criteria decision analysis

Design often involves making trade-offs among many different goals. When multiple design alternatives are available selecting the best trade-off

is not trivial and designers can fail in satisfying one or more stakeholder groups. MCDA are practical methods to evaluate and choose among

alternatives based on multiple criteria using systematic analysis that overcomes the limitations of unstructured decision making.

Given multiple technological solutions our procedure can compare them to the objective levels of the project. Thanks to our representation

model, both terms can be seen as vectors, respectively w∈ T and o. The MCDA we apply analyze the vectors and assign them relative importance

based on the distance from the objective levels. This generates a normalized version of the vectors where each feature is weighted according to its

overall relative importance. This way a final score can be assigned to each solution to rank them in a partial order the designer can use to select the

best available solution.

Our MCDA uses a modified version of the preference selection index (PSI), proposed in Reference 39. This index requires minimal configuration

as the designer does not have to assign a relative importance to features or to perform a sensitivity analysis. In fact, the index is calculated using a
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TA B L E 1 (A) Pertinence levels of alternative solutions; (B) Relative pertinence levels for alternative solutions

Blue PerUse CusInt Oxy Sub Blue PerUse CusInt Oxy Sub

T1 1 3 1 5 1 T1 0.49 0.11 0.02 0.02 0.25

T2 1 3 2 4 2 T2 0.49 0.11 0.04 0.02 0.12

T3 1 4 3 3 2 T3 0.49 0.14 0.06 0.01 0.12

T4 0 5 3 5 1 T4 0 0.17 0.06 0.02 0.25

A B

function of the variance that identifies the features that most influence the selection. Using the variance, however, requests the availability of some

historical data of the values assigned to the feature pertinence levels. For this reason, in our methodology, the PSI is modified using a more general

notion of deviation for the expected value introduced in Reference 40. This way the PSI can either address deviations from a mean value, or other

central tendency values calculated using historical data, or from a target value provided by the designers, such as the oi ∈o of our methodology. The

PSI method can be implemented following six steps.

1. Create a matrix M × , including a set of alternative technological solutions  and a set of features . A value mij describes the pertinence level

fij of a Fj for a solution Ti.

2. The pertinence levels are normalized, in this step the designer has to determine if increasing values imply a beneficial or non-beneficial impact

on the selection. In the first case, the normalization can be obtained by putting mij =
mij

mmax
j

. In the second case, the normalization can be obtained

by putting mij =
mmin

j

mij
.

3. The objective levels in o are used as target or expected values to derive the relative importance of the features F ∈  . The deviation of a

pertinence level dplij is computed as the square of the difference of a normalized feature pertinence level mij and an objective level oj, tak-

ing any negative number equal to zero as any value equal or greater than the objective level has for us the same deviation. In formal terms,

dplij =
{

0 if (mij − oj) ≤ 0,
(mij − oj)2 if (mij − oj) > 0.

4. The relative importance of a feature is computed as the sum of each dplij: rij =
∑n

i=1 dplij.2The overall relative importance defines the relevance

of rij comparing it with the ri of the other attributes: orij =
rij∑n

l=1 dpll
.

5. The relative feature pertinence level of a mij is refereed fri
ij

and calculate as the feature pertinence level multiplied by its overall relative

importance. Formally, fri
ij
= mij × orij.

6. Finally, the PSI is calculated for each solution using the following equation: PSIi =
∑m

j=1 fri
ij

.

Example 9. A toy example is considered starting from Table 1A where alternative technological solutions are compared using their pertinence

levels on different features. The features used in this example are: Bluetooth 5.0, in the category Connectivity, abbreviated Blue, with pertinence

scale SBlue = [0−1]; Perceived ease of use, in the category Acceptance, abbreviated PerUse, with pertinence scale SPerUse = [0−5]; Custom interaction

type, in the category System Customization, abbreviated CusInt, with pertinence scale SCusInt = [0−3]; Oxygen saturation, in the category Clini-

cal Parameter, abbreviated Oxy, with pertinence scale SOxy = [0−5]; Subscription, in the category Cost, abbreviated Sub, with pertinence scale

SSub = [0−3].

For the Blue, PerUse, CusInt, and Oxy features higher values are preferred while for the Sub feature lower values are preferred. The objective

levels we consider are described in the vector o= (1,5,2,4,1). For example, the normalized pertinence levels of CusInt are obtained by dividing each

pertinence level by the maximum pertinence level of CusInt, namely: m13 =0,33; m23 =0,67; m33 =1; m43 =1. The deviation of the pertinence levels

is obtained by comparing their normalized value with the normalized value of the objective o3 that is 0,67, we have: dpl13 =0,11; dpl23 =0; dpl33 =0;

dpl43 =0. The overall relative importance is ori3 =0,06. Then their relative pertinence levels are: fri
13

= 0,02; fri
23

= 0,04; fri
33

= 0,06; fri
43

= 0,06, as

reported in Table 1B.

Given Table 1B, we get the following PSI values for the different alternative: PSI1 =0.89; PSI2 =0.78; PSI3 =0.82; PSI4 =0.5. The ranking of

alternatives is then: T4 ≼ T2 ≼ T3 ≼ T1.

We observe, in conclusion, that the PSI index is essentially calculated based on four aspects: (i) a relative representation of the pertinence levels,

(ii) a deviation of these values from their related objective levels, (iii) the overall relative importance of each feature based on the deviation among

the pertinence levels observed for the same feature, and (iv) a normalized value based on the relative importance obtained by other features in the

comparison.

2 The PSI proposed in Reference 39 uses the inverse of the overall differences because It is assumed that high difference implies less relevance. This assumption is not compatible with our

methodology where similar pertinence levels implies a similar fulfilment of the connected requirements.
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4 METHODOLOGY ON THE FIELD: EXPERIMENTS AND DATA EVALUATION

In this section, the previously proposed methodology is tested to a real case study, more specifically to the European SMART BEAR project (https://

www.smart-bear.eu).41 SMART BEAR Project aims to deliver an integrated technological solution that is easy to use and to maintain and that would

enhance the elderly’s independence. The project is organized in five national pilots, including a pilot based in Italy that we document in this work.

Specifically, the project focuses on monitoring the four major problems of an elderly person’s life: (i) hearing loss (HL), (ii) cardiovascular disease

(CVD), (iii) cognitive disorders (CI), and (iv) balance disorders (BD). Moreover, SMART BEAR is intended to leverage big data analytics and learning

capabilities, allowing for large scale analysis of the collected data, to generate the evidence required for making decisions about personalized inter-

ventions. Starting from these main objectives, our proposal will be applied during the entire definition and modeling process of SMART BEAR project

and we will show an end-to-end experiment starting from the requirements elicitation concluding with the modeling and device selection phase.

During this section, we will show only some significant excerpts of the entire elicitation and testing activities that we have put in place, for this reason,

all the complete and detailed data of each phase are collected in one public repository (https://github.com/SESARLab/A-Design-Methodology-).

4.1 Clinical requirements: Data acquisition and results

The “Intrinsic capacity” model, introduced by the WHO, suggests considering elderly people’s wellbeing as a whole rather than focusing on the

person’s pathologies. Aging is a process during which everyone’s capacities tend to fade and individuals’ functional abilities in interaction with the

surroundings should be actually considered for a comprehensive characterization of seniors’ QoL. To identify information to collect for a success-

ful clinical requirements elicitation, preliminary informal interviews with experts (e.g., neuropsychologist, geriatrician, engineers, etc.) and domain

analysis were performed taking into account WHO recommendations. Moreover, to ensure accurate, unbiased, and complete answers, the identi-

fied questions were organized into a significant order and both specialists with vertical expertise on at least one of the targeted medical conditions

(e.g., cardiologist, psychologist) and geriatricians were encouraged to reply to the survey during focus group activities. An online questionnaire,

with a reduced number of questions, was also prepared according to the same philosophy and procedure in order to gain a larger numbers-based

knowledge about clinician’s beliefs, attitudes, and expectations on the SMART BEAR home platform. The online questionnaire is time-effective and

easy to fill in remotely and, therefore, it allows gathering information from a wide number of people in a short time and little cost. At the end of

the activities with clinicians, the main features/functionalities of the proposed platform and preliminary URs were defined and clustered into three

groups: (i) those related to the presence of devices (e.g., wearable sensors and smart devices), (ii) those related to the presence of mobile applica-

tions (e.g., software functions), and (iii) those related to the interaction with the platform (e.g., human-computer interaction). Scenarios able to cover

all found insights were set up and lastly discussed in focus group activities with older people with the aim to confirm, adjust, and enrich the content

of preliminary URs.

4.1.1 Methodological tools

The elicitation process of clinical requirements was organized as follows:

• Clinician: focus group and online questionnaire.

The key aspects investigated by the surveys administered to the medical experts physically during focus groups and remotely through mailing

lists were:

– Use of technology in medical practice (three questions);

– Concerns and expectations about an eventual usage of SMART BEAR home platform (five questions).

• Elderly: focus group through story telling.

A selection of metrics of Morville’s user experience honeycomb42 (i.e., the usefulness, the desirability, and the credibility) were investigated for

every functionality presented into the five scenarios:

– #1: it deals with the monitoring of physical wellness status (e.g., amount of physical inactivity, malnutrition, and weight loss/gains) with

personalized plans and achievement of rewards once a goal is reached;

– #2: it deals with the monitoring of vital signs (e.g., blood pressure, blood glucose levels) with personalized reminders about periodic

measurements to do and notifications/alerts in case of unexpected trajectories of measures;

– #3: it deals with the monitoring of emotional changes, non-compliance to medication scheme, sleep disturbances, and environmental

conditions (e.g., house temperature) by the use of smart devices (e.g., sleep mat, home sensors);

– #4: it deals with the monitoring of habitual substances usage (e.g., smoking, alcohol), social and family isolation with personalized suggestions,

and psycho-educational content to improve the awareness about own behaviors;

https://www.smart-bear.eu
https://www.smart-bear.eu
https://github.com/SESARLab/A-Design-Methodology-
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– #5: it deals with the management of HL (e.g., inadequate fitting of ear aids) and the remote communication with clinicians through SMART

BEAR home platform.

4.1.2 Experimental procedure

Sixteen medical experts participated to two focus group activities led by a research team of the project (i.e., two bioengineers). More specifically, the

first activity was held with 9 clinicians in a meeting room at Policlinico Ca’ Granda, in Milan, while the remaining seven medical experts took part to

the second appointment at the Hospital of Crema, in Crema. In both activities, researchers guided a collective discussion about the themes to clarify

doubts, encouraged open suggestions, and, in the end, they asked participants to fill in the survey autonomously. Later, the online questionnaire

was published on the Limesurvey platform and spread through the mailing lists of the Hospital of Crema, Policlinico Ca’ Granda, and San Raffaele

Hospital in Milan and, replies by 102 medical experts were collected.

Eleven subjects over 65 suffering from at least one of the target medical conditions were involved in focus groups through storytelling activities

in order to validate what gained with clinicians. Two appointments, led by a psychologist, a clinician, and two bioengineers, were carried out in a

room suitably furnished at Policlinico Ca’ Granda in Milan where a large digital screen was used to show the scenarios. In particular, five seniors

participated in the first focus group where the scenarios #1, #2, and #3 were presented. Six participants, instead, took part to the second one where

the scenarios #4 and #5 were illustrated. During the activities, facilitators encouraged participants to freely express their opinions regarding the

usefulness, the desirability and the credibility of the presented functionalities and took notes (Table 2).

4.1.3 Results

• Clinician: Focus group and online questionnaire

The concept behind SMART BEAR has been well received by clinicians although their scarce use of technology most likely because of the

well-known difficulties that older people experience with technology. Nonetheless, the majority of the interviewed physicians expressed their will-

ingness to use a platform such as SMART BEAR during the medical practice thus confirming absence of a preconceived rejection towards technology

from the clinicians’ part. Actually, from an enhanced use of technology at hospitals and at patients’ homes premises, physicians expect beneficial

effects on: elderly (e.g., improved awareness, better self-management and higher QoL), clinical practice (e.g., early diagnosis and intervention) and

health service (e.g., optimized outcomes and stronger cooperation of medical staff). A data-driven approach able to optimize the outcome and pro-

vide relevant information is very appreciated by clinicians as well as a closer communication among the members of the medical staff (e.g., nurses,

physiotherapists, etc.) and a more trustful patient-clinician relationship.

• Elderly: Focus group through story telling

All functionalities presented into scenarios must be extremely tailored to the user according to the interviewed subjects over 65: programs,

reminders, suggestions, notifications, and data sharing settings should be customized and adjustable at will, they pointed out. Furthermore, they

agreed that continuous monitoring and informative content provided by the platform could be beneficial in order to improve their behaviors,

lifestyles, management of medical condition, and overall QoL. Also, the possibility to share the data with clinicians and/or caregivers was particu-

larly appreciated although they judged it burdensome especially for the physicians. Some concerns about the usability of the technology were then

found. Advantages and difficulties of older people with the technology previously identified by clinicians were thereby confirmed. The proposed

solution should be, therefore, able to overcome the seniors’ difficulties by providing an interaction extremely easy and intuitive and, in that regard,

a training session was considered helpful and highly recommended.

Based on data collected from clinicians and older subjects, a total number of 111 requirements (N=72 by clinicians and N=39 by elderly)

were identified (see Appendix). Eight high-level business objectives (marked by “B”) as “I expect that SMART BEAR reduces the number of unnec-

essary visits,” “I expect that SMART BEAR reduces hospitalizations,” and “I expect that SMART BEAR reduces health costs” have been also

detected.

4.2 Technical requirements: data acquisition and results

The Kano model35 was selected as the approach to be used for the elicitation of technical requirements. An initial list of requirements was brain-

stormed by the technical partners and assessed using the KQ. The questions must be understandable by the intended respondents, and, therefore,
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TA B L E 2 An extract from clinical requirements

Clinicians Elderly

UR1 I expect to activate/deactivate
SMART BEAR monitoring about
my patient’s behaviours/habits/
measurements according to my
needs (UR22)

UR9 I expect to get periodic reports
enabling reflective learning
process about my patient’s
behaviours/habits/
measurements (UR30)

UR1 I expect that SMART BEAR
delivers me personalized
suggestions to improve my
health and wellbeing (UR78)

UR9 I expect to visualize my
daily and weekly
progress (UR98)

UR2 I expect to customize SMART
BEAR monitoring and goals
according to my needs (UR23)

UR10 I expect to access history of
parameters, reports and any
information collected by
SMART BEAR about my
patient (UR31)

UR2 I expect that SMART BEAR
delivers me personalized plan
from my clinician (UR79)

UR10 I expect to obtain a reward
if an achievements is
completed (UR99)

UR3 I expect to setup SMART BEAR
activities for my patient to
accomplish in order to increase
his/her wellbeing (UR24)

UR11 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors parameters relevant
to my patients’ wellness as
blood pressure (UR32)

UR3 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors my compliance to
medication scheme (UR81)

UR11 I expect to get a real-time
notification with
relevant information
(e.g., compliance
parameters) (UR103)

UR4 I expect to access my patient’s
data on SMART BEAR (UR25)

UR12 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors parameters relevant
to my patients’ everyday
wellbeing as sleep
quality/disturbances (UR43)

UR4 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors my eating habits
(e.g., weight loss/gains,
malnutrition) (UR82)

UR12 I expect to get a real-time
alert if something wrong
is detected (UR104)

UR5 I expect to get relevant
information from SMART BEAR
active monitoring functions of
my patient (UR26)

UR13 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors parameters relevant
for my patients’ environmental
condition as home
temperature (UR45)

UR5 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors my physical
abilities (e.g., physical
inactivity, falling risk) (UR83)

UR13 I expect that SMART BEAR
sends periodic reports to
my caregiver, depending
on my consent (UR105)

UR6 I expect to get aggregated
comparisons/statistics (of the
week, month) with relevant
information about my patient’s
behav-
iors/habits/measurements
(UR27)

UR14 I expect that SMART BEAR tracks
my patients’ movements and
position when they get lost
(UR47)

UR6 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors my cognitive
abilities (e.g., cognitive
decline) (UR84)

UR14 I expect that SMART BEAR
sends periodic reports to
my clinician (UR107)

UR7 I expect to input my patient’ data
on SMART BEAR updating
his/her profile after every visit
(UR28)

UR15 I expect that SMART BEAR sends
periodic report to my patients
(UR51)

UR7 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors my sociality (e.g.,
social isolation, family
isolation, behavioural and
emotional changes) (UR85)

UR15 I expect that SMART BEAR
sends a real-time
notification to my
caregiver with relevant
information (e.g.,
compliance
parameters)(UR108)

UR8 I expect to be alerted in case of
abnormalities (UR29)

UR8 I expect that SMART BEAR
monitors my physiological
parameters (e.g., smart blood
pressure/glycemia) (UR86)

they require appropriate and unambiguous terminology. The requirements listed in KQ are not aimed at offering complete coverage of the platform

requirements but act as representative of the class of requirements to be matched to the representation model we use to assess technological solu-

tions. The results we obtained are reported in Table 32 and Table 33 of the SMART BEAR Deliverable D2.1.3They demonstrate the functional areas

we identified by the feature categories presented in Section 3.3 are offering complete coverage of the functionalities brainstormed by the tech-

nical partners. At the same time, some of the brainstormed requirements resulted in irrelevant or undesired. Using this results the identification

of features to include in our representation models has benefited from guidelines and limiting factors, minimizing the risk of producing irrelevant

specifications.

A smart health ecosystem can be modeled according to different dimensions, the most impacting on our project are the followings.

3 https://www.smart-bear.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/D5-D2.1.pdf
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• Connectivity. It is a key point of smart health ecosystems as it defines how the data are transmitted from sensors to the hubs or to the platform

and it influences m|any aspects of the system, such as power consumption, time sampling, and costs.

• User and clinical parameters. It describes the kind of the data are managed from the system, usually, this dimension includes two sub-dimensions:

clinical parameters, that represent the state of the patient, for example, heartbeat, blood oxygenation, and so on, and the user parameters that

shows the interaction between user and system.

• Acceptance. It models the ability of a component to effectively support the user experience and the technology of acceptance of patients and the

clinicians. It also takes into account the invasiveness of the sensors and devices adopted, that is, the constraints they impose on the activities

patients and clinicians usually performs.

• System customization. It describes the capabilities provided by the system to adapt itself to the preferences expressed by patients and clinicians,

or to the contextual conditions a component of the system has to operate.

• Costs. This is a non-subjective category and not influenced by the interaction with the system. It takes into account the costs of implementing and

managing a healthcare system. Usually, these costs are divided into two macro-areas, hardware, and software which in turn are subdivided into

two types, one-off or subscription costs.

The above reported list is not intended to be exhaustive. In particular, relevant aspects such as security and privacy protection ones, considered

essential in health information systems, have not been taken into account since the proposed methodology is intended to be applied to smart health

ecosystems already compliant with the current regulations (i.e., GDPR).

4.2.1 Analysis of technical requirements

The lists of requirements that we prepared are evaluated by proposing a questionnaire to the entire group of technical experts of the SMART BEAR

project. The KQ for SMART BEAR has been structured in two independent categories of requirements SMART BEAR home and SMART BEAR

Back-end, with 41 questions for the SMART BEAR home and 34 questions for the SMART BEAR Back-end categories. Questions should be as clear

and succinct as possible. Also, questions should avoid polar wording, especially in the dysfunctional form.

Once having combined the answers to the functional and dysfunctional questions in the KET evaluation, the classification of the individual

requirements can be summarized using methodologies described in Section 3.2 to analyze the results of the KQ. Requirements are places in a

two-dimensional space organized by the Better and Worse dimensions based on the Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction coefficients they obtained in the

KQ and entering in one of the four quadrants of Figure 2.

In the first quadrant: the better coefficient is high, while the worse coefficient is low. Requirements falling into this quadrant indicate the users’

satisfaction will not decline if the system does not realize them, but when these requirements are provided the users’ satisfaction greatly improves.

The impact on the objective levels of the features connected to these requirements is to have high levels except if other requirements demand

lower levels. In the second quadrant: both the better and the worse coefficients are low. Requirements falling into this quadrant indicate whether

the system will realize them or not the users’ satisfaction will not change. The users concern the least with these requirements. The impact on the

objective levels of the features connected to these requirements is to not influence the levels to be set. In the third quadrant: the better coefficient is

F I G U R E 2 Chart of worse-better for SMART BEAR home and SMART BEAR back-end
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low, while the worse coefficient is high. Requirements falling into this quadrant indicate that if the system will not realize them the users’ satisfaction

will not improve, but when not realized the users’ satisfaction will decline significantly. Thus, the features falling into this quadrant are features that

cannot be missed. The impact on the objective levels of the features connected to these requirements is to have high levels independently from

the influence of other requirements. In the fourth quadrant: both the better and worse coefficient is high. Requirements falling into this quadrant

indicate that when the system realizes them the users’ satisfaction will increase, while if the function is not provided the users’ satisfaction will

decline. The impact on the objective levels of the features connected to these requirements is to have high levels but these values can be averaged

with the values other requirements demand.

In the area Connectivity, we have, for example, requirements falling in the first quadrant related to the log capabilities of the systems that may

significantly impact the monitoring capability of smart health ecosystems. In the first quadrant, we have requirements related to the adoption of an

off-line firstapproach in the development of the mobile app of the smart health ecosystem, to ensures the system is able to provide a response to the

user as well offline as it does online. In the third quadrant, we have requirements related to the adoption Bluetooth LE as it reduced power consump-

tion while maintaining a similar communication range of other proximity protocols. In the area User and Clinical Parameters, we have requirements

falling in the fourth quadrant related to the availability of software that can test of data quality the sensors collecting data in the smart home. In

the area Acceptance, we have requirements falling in the fourth quadrant related to the battery capacity. In the first quadrant, we have the need for

having an active helpline the uses can call to get remote but instant support on the interaction with the system. In the area System Customization, we

have requirements falling in the fourth quadrant related to the relevance of setting notifications and recommendations in accordance with the user

schedules and household. In the third quadrant, we have requirements related to the creation of three levels of notifications, namely, success-alert,

warning-alert, and info-alert. In the third quadrant, we have requirements related to the need of providing a dashboard clinicians can use to generate

statistical reports on the collected data.

4.3 Selection of the best technological solution

Given the results obtained by the elicitation process of clinical and technological requirements, we were able to compare the quality of four solu-

tions we scratched based on different smart health platforms. In particular, we investigate three vendor-specific ecosystems such as: (i) Apple

HealthKit, (ii) Google Fit, and (iii) Samsung Health and one open system named openHAB. In Table 3, we show the comparison of these platforms

using the dimensions that emerged from the elicitation process described in Section 4.2.1. The cost dimension makes an exception, as it represents

a Background Requirement not relating to the users’ needs.

In terms of the MCDA method presented in Section 4.3, the analysis will be carried out using feature categories. Pertinence levels aggregated

by category give less sparse vectors and improve the explainability of the PSI results as high numbers of features make the contribution of a single

TA B L E 3 A comparison of different software platforms

Platform Connectivity User and Clinical Parameters Acceptance System Customization

Apple HealthKit WI-Fi, 4G, Activity, Rest, Body Temperature widespread Full management

Bluetooth Food Blood glucose, Blood pressure, easy to use of visualization

Electrocardiogram, Heart rate,

Oxygen saturation, Height, Weight

Google Fit WI-Fi, 4G, Activity, Nutrition, on average widespread Low features

Bluetooth Location, Fat Percentage, Heart rate, average easy to use of visualization

Height, Weight

Samsung Health WI-Fi, 4G, Activity, Rest, Body Temperature, on average widespread No Customization

Bluetooth Environmental Data, Food, average easy to use

Blood glucose, Blood pressure,

Electrocardiogram, Heart rate,

Oxygen saturation, Height, Weight

openHAB WI-Fi, 4G, Not predefined data on average widespread Full Customization

Bluetooth, Zigbee, All parameters need implementation dependent

Wired, RFID to be configured in the setup phase
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TA B L E 4 Pertinence levels of the alternative platforms compared in Italian Pilot of SMART BEAR

Connectivity Acceptance

System

Customization

Clinical

Parameters Cost Connectivity Acceptance

System

Customization

Clinical

Parameter Cost

T1 2 4 1 4 3 T1 0.109 0.031 0.109 0.016 0.154

T2 2 4 2 3 2 T2 0.109 0.031 0.217 0.012 0.231

T3 2 3 2 5 2 T3 0.109 0.023 0.217 0.020 0.231

T4 3 4 3 4 1 T4 0.163 0.031 0.326 0.016 0.461

A B

feature on the final result very limited. More specifically the category used in our comparison are: Connectivity, with pertinence scale SConn = [0−3],

while the objective level selected by the project is 3; Acceptance, with pertinence scale SAcce = [0−5] and objective level 4; System Customization, with

pertinence scale SSyCu = [0−3] and objective level 3; Clinical Parameters, with pertinence scale SClPa = [0−5] and objective level 4; Cost, with perti-

nence scale SCost = [0−3] and objective level 1. Table 4A illustrates the pertinence levels obtained by aggregating the pertinence levels of the features

of each category. We mark Apple HealthKit as T1, Google Fit as T2, Samsung Health as T3, and openHAB as T4. Table 4B presents the relative perti-

nence levels of each solution. With these data in input our MCDA get the following PSI values: PSI1 =0.417; PSI2 =0.599; PSI3 =0.599; PSI4 =0.996.

The ranking of alternatives is then: T1 ≼ T2 ≼ T3 ≼ T4.

In fact, Apple HealthKit is a well-designed system making interactions easy but it offers very limited customization and implies significant costs

in terms of devices. Google Fit and Samsung Health offer better support in terms of devices, reduced costs but they are still limited in the customiza-

tion, for example, they impose to store data on vendor-specific cloud services. The solution based on openHAB gave our technical team the ability

to select the best devices and sensors, the best communication protocols, reducing the cost of the infrastructure, and also increasing the customiza-

tion capability of the SMART BEAR platform. This, of course, come at the cost of higher design costs that however impact only on the startup stages

of the project.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In the era of personalized medicine, aging population, and multiple comorbidities, innovative technology seems to be an affordable tool to improve

the quality of life and reduce the burden of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Measuring, and monitoring, the quality of life of the elderly has

a strong beneficial impact from the social and infrastructure costs point of view. In this work, a generic methodology was proposed allowing us to

model an entire smart health platform using an accurate process of analysis of the requirements of heterogeneous nature. In particular, our proposal

takes into consideration the three main actors involved in the platform definition process: clinicians, technicians, and end-users. We have validated

our methodology in a real case study by applying it to the Italian pilot of a European H2020 project and demonstrating how it supports the design

process by strengthening requirement integration and by automating requirement prioritization and the selection of the best available solution.
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